CASE STUDY
SAM helps students master Microsoft Office and Computer
Concepts essential to academic and career success

ABOUT CASS BUSINESS SCHOOL
Cass Business School required a tool to ensure that undergrad
students going out on work placements had an acceptable level
of competency in using Microsoft Office applications.
Throughout the year the team involved in utilising SAM 2013 at
Cass have set up Assessment and Training assignments in tiers
of level; Basic, Intermediate and Advanced. Projects have also
been included to provide typical workplace style experience.
The students participate on their own initiative as part of a
self-study programme and after completion are awarded a Cass
Business School certificate in Office Skills that the students can
include in their CV.
Cass Business School and Cengage have actively obtained
feedback from students and lecturers to ascertain the benefits
of deploying SAM 2013 as a tool to improve Office skills and
provide students with a level of proficiency that prepares them
for their work placements and future academic study.

SAM 2013 IS DEPLOYED ACROSS 6
DEGREE PATHWAYS IN THE BUSINESS SCHOOL:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business Studies
Accounting and Finance & Investment
Management
Banking and International Finance
Financial Risk Management
Actuarial Science

“SAM has great functions that enrich my teaching
experience. For example the individual and class
performance reports that I can generate at any
stage provide me with real-time class data that
enables me to identify struggling students and
the help they need.”
Oliver Manyemba, Lecturer in Actuarial
Science, Cass Business School
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Find out more at
cengage.co.uk/education/sam

IMPLEMENTATION AND SUPPORT
Once the decision had been made to adopt SAM, Cengage and Cass Business School arranged a consultative
meeting to discuss exactly the best fit for SAM within the degree structure and course objectives.
By discussing the structure of the courses the whole team were able to work out the best way to align assignments
within SAM to meet the needs of lecturers and students. In addition refinement of training documentation for
students to ensure they were able to access the system reduced the need for lecturer administration time with
student registration. Regular touch points with the Cengage support team throughout the year have proved very
effective in the implementation and ongoing use of SAM.

STUDENT BENEFITS
Results of an online student survey and focus group elicited interesting results from students about their
experiences using SAM 2013:
•

The students were primarily using SAM to increase their confidence and knowledge of Excel, the Office
application most relevant to their studies and their work placements. Once logged on, the step by step
instructions of training allowed students to learn at their own pace and increased their productivity level and
understanding.

•

Students found that the immediate feedback within SAM showing wrong steps increased their confidence in
solving problems and enhanced their engagement and understanding of the use of Excel application in the
real world.

•

Using SAM as a self-study tool was a positive experience as the students were able to learn at their own pace.
24-hour access to SAM enabled students to learn and complete assignments at a time that was convenient
with them and fitted in with their other work and life commitments.

•

All of the students that were interviewed in the focus group said that the use of SAM had increased their
confidence and Excel skills and would use it more if they had the opportunity to do so.

When asked to summarise SAM with an overall rating from between 1-10
(low to high) SAM was given a score of 7-8 from the group. All the students
agreed that it prepared them to use Excel in the business environment.

cengage.co.uk/education/sam

100% OF STUDENTS SURVEYED SAID THEY WOULD
RECOMMEND SAM TO A FRIEND OR PEER
LECTURER BENEFITS
The lecturers involved in deploying SAM for the undergrad students reported a
number of ways in which they found the platform useful:
SAM was definitely key in increasing the proficiency level of students’ use of Excel.
While students worked at their own pace through the training and assessments,
instructors were able to identify exactly what struggling students were doing wrong
or missing and therefore intervene and provide required guidance and advice where
appropriate.
This opportunity to intervene was found to lead to a better achievement of teaching
and learning outcomes as well as enhancing personal productivity of the lecturers.
The inbuilt SAM auto-feedback and grading enabled the lecturers to omit massive
hours of marking time from their schedules in order to complete other tasks.
In addition, the ability to customise SAM training, assessments and projects gave the
instructors the opportunity to develop assignments that specifically prepared students
who are interested in professional qualifications such as Microsoft Office Specialist
(MOS) and the ECDL.

89% of students said that they thought it was beneficial to be able to
include a certificate of proficiency in Office skills on their CV.
469 Students have now completed Basic, Intermediate & Advanced level exams.
(March 2016)

EMPLOYEE USE OF SAM

The students at Cass Business School were so enthusiastic
about the benefits of using SAM that the training was also
rolled out to staff at the Business School with great success.
Due to the high demand we have made all individual
Microsoft Office packages available. In addition, we have
also rolled out the professional training program that will
enable staff members who complete to attempt the MOS
online professional exam.

The recent addition of the
Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS)
professional training at Cass City
University has enhanced the
viability of SAM as a source of ICT
computing skills for both
students and staff.

If you’d like to find out more about how Sam can support you and your students, please
contact your local Cengage representative through cengage.co.uk/contact-us or email us at
emea.edureply@cengage.com

“The great thing about SAM is its flexibility.
I can learn at my own pace and whenever I want.
I can also pick and choose which features of excel I study.
If I am already confident with specific features of Excel
I can simply skip to the next module, I don’t have to sit
through a whole classroom session to study something I
already know.”
Matthew Dumas-Bowden, Course Officer,
Cass Business School

“I found it easy to customise and adapt the
training to suit specific departments and
individual needs. The training flexibility that
SAM brings has motivated more Cass staff to sign
up for training this year to improve their Microsoft
Office competence.”
Jackie Dawes,Course Operations Manager,Cass
Business School

CONCLUSION
This study explores both the instructor and student perspective on the value of
SAM as an instructional tool. By successfully implementing SAM as a mode of self-study,
students at Cass Business School have become more proficient and more confident in
their abilities using Office applications.
SAM 2013 as a digital teaching tool:
Enhances the speed and quality of instructor teaching and extends the student learning
experience beyond the classroom. The detailed auto-feedback helps an instructor to quickly
identify struggling students and the specific concepts that they are finding difficult.
SAM improves productivity & efficient time management:
Coursework assignments are easy to schedule. Auto-assessment capability saves a lot of time.
The gradebook function enables quick generation of individual and class performance reports.
Office hours required to provide face to face student feedback is reduced significantly.
Teaching objectives and learning outcomes:
SAM’s ability to customise content to match teaching objectives and learning outcomes is an
important function to lecturers. SAM makes it easier to complement class exercises and leads to
a better achievement of teaching objectives. SAM helps comprehensive tracking of a student’s
achievements with regards to learning outcomes.
SAM increases student engagement and interest:
Any-time access, step-by-step instruction, and self-directed learning style are the key SAM
strengths that generated higher student interest and engagement. SAM projects are an effective
function to help students to develop problem solving and critical thinking skills.Empirical
research shows that a high level of student engagement in the course content has a positive
correlation with success in achieving learning outcomes.
SAM provides employability skills:
Provides a simulated environment for MS Office that integrates an interactive learning
experience with practical tools and knowledge to prepare students for the real world job
market. 91% of students surveyed felt that their confidence with Microsoft Excel has improved.
All instructors and 90% of students identify SAM as a key factor in preparing students to use
the Office applications in the real-world job placements.SAM increased the proficiency level of
students in the use of the MS Office applications with the greatest number of students using
Excel. 100% of students said they would recommend SAM to a friend or peer.
The continuing relationship building between Cengage and Cass Business School has
ultimately led to an improved process and development of aligning SAM to course needs
whilst working to enhance usage for the next academic year.

To read more case studies on our digital solutions,
go to cengage.co.uk/studentoutcomes
9780418286463

